
CAN THE BELIEVER NOT SIN ? 



WHAT IS “SIN” ?

 Is it going against God’s Ten Commandments ?

 1 John 3.4: Sin = lawlessness

 A key definition by Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology …

"Sin is a very serious matter, and is taken seriously by God, 
though men often make light of it. It is not only a 
transgression of the law of God, but an attack on the great 
Lawgiver Himself, a revolt against God. It is an infringement 
on the inviolable righteousness of God, which is the very 
foundation of His throne (Ps. 97:2), and an affront to the 
spotless holiness of God, which requires of us that we be 
holy in all manner of living (1 Pet. 1:16)” x
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PERSONAL SIN

 Mankind’s disposition to sin is attested to by Scripture

 Paul gives a thorough summary in Rom 3.9-18

 Specific examples of sin

 Lying … John 1.6

 Prejudice … James 2.4

 Sensuality … 1 Cor 3.1-4

 A fuller list … (Gal 5.19-21)

 Note in vs 21 "practice" > Gk pras-so = exercise, to be busy with

 Practical proof that original sin was passed to all humans

"Certain new theologians dispute original sin, which is the

only part of Christian theology which can really be proved“

G.K. Chesterton x
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PERSONAL SIN (CONT’D)

 Personal sin’s results

 The key result is the loss of fellowship

 For the believer …

 Loss of the pleasure of fellowship with Christ, & within     

His family

 Not regained until the sin is confessed to Christ

 Personal sin’s remedy

 For the unbeliever  (Eph 1.7)

 For the believer  (1 Jn 1.9) x
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SO WHY THIS STUDY ??

 Reviewing – Scripture says we have been freed from our 

sinful nature

 Payment for all sins, past, present, and future (Eph 1.3,7)

 Freedom from the hold of Satan & my sinful nature (2 Cor 5.17)

 The Holy Spirit is in me as a Teacher, Convicter, Comforter

(1 Cor 2.10, Jn 14.16-17)

 If we have been freed, then why do we keep sinning ??

 Believers have a paradox of sin

 The hold of our sinful nature was broken, but it is still there

(1 Jn 3.9, 5.18) 

Paul’s struggle shared (Rom 7.14-24) x
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SO WHY THIS STUDY ??   (CONT’D)

 Since we are TOLD to not sin, apparently we can

 THE SITUATION …

We are simultaneously sinners and saints. 

We are both able to sin and able not to sin

 Is it therefore possible for me to stop sinning ?

 BUT … (1 Jn 1.8) says we DO sin and should accept it

 So do we just accept this and do the best that we can ?

 Seems short of why Jesus left us here after giving us 

complete salvation x
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A SITUATIONAL OVERVIEW …

 Key points from a study on this situation by Zach Howard

 Instructor Bethlehem College and Seminary

 He frames his points from observations by St. Augustine,

Bishop of Hippo  (354-430 AD) of the evolution of man’s sin

 When Adam was created, he was able to sin or able to not sin

 After the Fall, all humans were created as not able to stop 
sinning (Eph 2.1-2)

 After Christ’s death & resurrection, all who accepted Him as

their Savior are able to not sin (Rom 6.6-7)

 The presence of our sinful nature remains  (Rom 6.12)

 We choose to allow it to influence us or not

 Rom 6.12 “reign” > Gk basileuo

 “to be king, to exercise kingly power, to reign”

Enhanced Strong’s Lexicon x
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A SITUATIONAL OVERVIEW (CONT’D)…

 So …

 We are still able to sin as we did before becoming believers

 But we are also ABLE to not sin

 This can cause a believer to have one of two problem reactions

 Pride and boastful self-confidence about our ability to 

“overcome” sinning

 Despondence over not being able to cease sinning in this life

 This makes the question even more important …

Why do we continue to sin when we have the ABILITY to not 

sin ?? x
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THREE FACTS ABOUT OUR ABILITY TO “NOT SIN”

Zach Howard’s study develops three key facts leading to 
understanding this paradox

 FACT # 1 – The Ability to not sin is a GIFT

 It is commonplace to have an attitude of “just do it”

 This is an exercise of our imperfect will

“free choice is sufficient for evil, but hardly for good”

St. Augustine

 There’s another twist of thinking that we can fight sin on our own

 We can fight most of it on our own, but occasionally need 
God’s assistance

 Jesus said “…apart from Me you can do nothing”  (Jn 15.5)

 Even a tiny success in fighting sin is not due to my ability

(1 Cor 4.7)

 The gift of the Holy Spirit is absolutely essential in the believer’s 
ongoing fight against sin x
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THREE FACTS ABOUT OUR ABILITY TO “NOT SIN” (CONT’D)

 FACT # 2 – The Ability to not sin is REAL

 Does dependency on the Holy Spirit make us just spectators ?

 Peter instructs us otherwise in 1 Peter 2.5,9,11 ….

 (vs 5a) “you also, as living stones, are being built up as a 

spiritual house for a holy priesthood…”

 (vs  9) “But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a 

holy nation, a people for God’s own possession, so 

that you may proclaim the excellencies of Him who 

has called you out of darkness into His marvelous 

light”

 (vs 11) “Beloved, I urge you as aliens and strangers to 

abstain from fleshly lusts which wage war against 

the soul”

 God’s grace …

 … renews our minds and restores our fallen natures

 … gives control of ourselves back to continue to fight sin

 These are real abilities to fight continual attacks from sin x
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THREE FACTS ABOUT OUR ABILITY TO “NOT SIN” (CONT’D)

 FACT # 3 – The Ability to not sin is INCOMPLETE

 Scripture tells us we will continue to sin  (1 Jn 1.8)

 We are in constant danger from sin’s challenge 

(Jam 1.14-15)

 How do we avoid either pride or depression in fighting sin ??

 The key is God’s RENEWAL process in our life

 Conviction & guidance from God’s Word (Ps 119.11)

 The Holy Spirit provides sanctified living as we allow Him

(Gal 5.16) (1 Jn 1.7-9) (1 Cor 2.9-10)

 Conviction of sin

 A path to convey our repentance immediately to Jesus and 

receive God’s forgiveness

 A renewal of our relationship with Jesus based on forgiveness

 Guidance in growing our ability to recognize and resist sin x
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THREE FACTS ABOUT OUR ABILITY TO “NOT SIN” (CONT’D)

 FACT # 3 – The Ability to not sin is INCOMPLETE (cont’d)

 God’s RENEWAL = 

We are able to continue on living faithfully free from the 
guilt and penalty of sin

 This is the process of SANCTIFICATION

 On-going spiritual growth fueled by the Holy Spirit

 A roadblock against drifting toward a practice of sin

 Requires our cooperation for success

 This renewal is astounding !

 Rom 12.2  “…be transformed…”

 Gk metamorphoo

 Verb present passive imperative > “keep on being 
transformed”, i.e. “onward and upward”

 (Lam 3.22-23)

 What a privilege to experience God’s repeated grace and grow 
toward the Image of Christ while still here !! x
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION

 John Owen studied fighting sin’s draw and wrote extensively

 Intent on recovering concern with fighting internal sinful nature

 A key writing – The Mortification of Sin (1656)

 Based on (Rom 8.13)

"for if you are living according to the flesh, you must die; but if 
by the Spirit you are putting to death the deeds of the body, 
you will live.“

 “…deeds of the body…” recognizes that we do commit sins

 We are able to put them to death “… by the Spirit…”
 "put to death" > present tense Gk = putting to death

 It is the believer killing sins continuously through the power of the 
Spirit

 If we do that, we will "live”
 Gk zao > "to live with sin subjugated, to live supernaturally" 

 Rom 7.24 – 25a

24 Wretched man that I am! Who will set me free from the 
body of this death ?

25 Thanks be to God through Jesus Christ our Lord! x
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION  (CONT’D)

 John Owen’s key points …

 Believers cannot hope to successfully battle sin on their own 

strength

 Victory can only come through faith in Christ and the power 

of the Holy Spirit

 Successfully resisting sin's influence is a balance between 

human responsibility (not will power) and God's power

 Some teachers/preachers emphasize only human  

responsibility

 Some teachers/preachers emphasize God's grace only

 Owen's summary point is 

“STOP, because God will enable you to stop.”

 He urges “be killing sin or it will be killing you.” x
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CONCLUSION

 So our ability to not sin is imperfect until Jesus takes us

 (1 Cor 15.51-52)

 (Col 1.28) “complete in Christ” > teleion = spiritual maturity

 SO, while we still sin, we are able to not REST in it or PRACTICE 
it if we rely on the Spirit (1 Jn 3.9)

 "practice" > Gk ergazomai /er·gad·zom·ahee > to work, 
commit to, acquire

 John Owen’s concluding advice …

“When we realize a constant enemy of the soul abides within 
us, what diligence and watchfulness we should have !... 
There is an exceeding efficacy and power in the 
indwelling sin of believers, for it constantly inclines itself 
towards evil. We need to be awake, then, if our hearts 
would know the ways of God. Our enemy is not only 

upon us, as it was with Samson, but it is also in us.” x
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A FINAL THOUGHT ….

 John Piper's translation of "sin" (= ham·ar·tan·o") in 1 Jn 5.18

"... those who are born again, and have the Spirit of God in 
them, cannot ever make peace with sin, settle in with sin, 
make sin a friend, be okay with sinning, just go on sinning 
as though no war needs to be made against it, and 
nothing will come of it if we do. The present tense says: 
No, you can’t do that, you can’t make a practice of sinning 
like that“

 As someone wise “has said .... Keep short accounts with God”

 From Pastor Rivers ….

 In this divided world (including Christ's church), sin is a unifier

 We are all broken and need Jesus

 Differences tend to divide, but Christ's blood is the unifier x
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